Abstract-The number of posts made by a single user account on a social media platform Twitter in any given time interval is usually low. However, there is a subset of users whose volume of posts is much higher than the median. In this paper, we investigate the content diversity and the social neighborhood of these extreme users and others. We define a metric called "interest narrowness", and identify that a subset of extreme users, termed anomalous users, post with very low topic diversity. We show that anomalous groups have the strongest withingroup interactions, compared to their interaction with others, and exhibit different information sharing behaviors with other anomalous users compared to non-anomalous extreme tweeters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Social Media is part of our daily lives, and increasingly more people are actively participating in various social media platforms. It was recently reported [1] that Twitter has 126 million daily users, with an estimated annual growth rate of about 9%. It is estimated that roughly 46% of Twitter users are on the platform daily. In this paper, we investigate the following questions: What types of users tweet an enormous amount and what do they talk about?
The intuition behind this paper comes from the observation that we can characterize users' tweeting behavior based on the volume and the content diversity of their tweets.
We first consider tweet volumes for individual users. Based on our data set of over 1.5 billion tweets, we observe that over any arbitrary time interval, the number of tweets by a user follows a power law type of distribution (see Fig. 1(a) ) -most users post very few tweets while only a few users write considerably more tweets. In this empirical result from July, 2017, only 20% of the users posted more than 24 tweets. We use the term extreme tweeters (ETT) for users who tweet more frequently than an average user in any given time interval.
A different stratification of users can be created based on the content diversity (c-diversity) of their posts. Intuitively, a user who is interested in many topics will have a higher content diversity than a user with a narrow range of interests (e.g., only football). One simple, but rough measure of c-diversity is the number of distinct words (not counting mentions) used by a user over all their posts in a given period of time. Fig. 1(b) shows a typical plot of the c-diversity of users as a function of the number of tweets they sent. In general, users who tweet more tend to have higher c-diversity. Clustering the frequency distribution reveals three different clusters corresponding to (a) users who tweet less and use fewer distinct words (blue cluster), (b) users who tweet more and have higher c-diversity (greenish yellow cluster), and (c) the small number of users who tweet more and yet have low c-diversity (red cluster).
In this case study, we explore the tweeting behavior and the social network of ETT, who constitute groups (b) and (c) above. We are particularly interested in group (c) because at first glance, their high-tweet-rate, low-diversity behavior is anomalous and somewhat counterintuitive. In the light of this exploration, the paper makes the following contributions: 1) We propose a novel way to classify users based on their tweet rate and a new measure of verbosity called interest narrowness.
2)
We present an algorithm to detect the anomalous users. 3) We investigate the nature of the network relations of the anomalous group and other users. 4) We show that the social interaction of anomalous and nonanomalous groups vary with time, and the vigorousness of the interaction intensifies around events like elections. Note that this paper is a short version of our work and for details please refer to [2] . Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org.
II. RELATED WORK
The problem of user characterization in a social network has been investigated by many research groups. We present a few samples of these research efforts.
A 2016 survey [3] covers a wide bandwidth of different approaches for user characterization. The behavioral properties they report range from conscientiousness and extroversion to privacy behavior, deceptive traits and response to social attacks. In contrast to our approach, many of the reported analyses studied in this paper are based on user surveys.
Gabrowicz et al [4] take a bond-theory based approach and distinguish between social user groups and topical user groups in a network based on features like reciprocity, topicality and activity. Of these, topicality, defined based on a metric called "normalized entropy" measures how much the topics of discussion vary within a group. The higher the entropy, the greater is the variety of terms and, according to the theory, the more social the group is. However, this measure considers the words to be independent, which usually does not hold.
Similar to our notion of anomalous users, [5] investigates the concept of "dedicators", users who transmit information in selected topic areas to the people in their egocentric networks. The concept of dedication is determined by volume, engagement, personal tendencies and topic weight, where personal tendency includes the user's topic diversity as measured by Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), and engagement measures the activity level of conversations.
Diversity of topics within text posts is also analyzed in papers like [6] that perform LDA to compute topics and then determine topic diversity across a users posts as the number of distinct probable topics found across all of the users posts.
Closer to our application, Bail et al [7] used a POStagged BOW model to analyze Facebook posts for political content and derived a network of correlated concepts. They demonstrated how some advocacy organizations produce social media messages that inspire far-ranging conversation among social media users. Interestingly, their network analysis is based on the co-occurrence of concept terms from which they extract interesting connection patterns that characterize influence modalities for advocacy groups.
In contrast to all related work, ours is the first attempt, to our knowledge, that specifically analyzes the posting behavior and interaction patterns of extreme tweeters. Although we use Twitter as our example social media platform, our method is equally valid for any other platform that exhibits high-volume postings and vigorous interactions.
III. THE SETTING
We now formalize the intuitive user behavior classification scheme presented in Section I.
A. Classification based on Tweet Volume
Assume that ∆ is the minimal analytic interval (MAI), i.e., a minimum time-interval (e.g., 1 week) over which data is collected in order to perform any user behavior analysis, we define ETT behavior as, Definition 1 (ETT Behavior): Let U be the set of users who tweet during ∆, and T u be the number of posts by a user u ∈ U during ∆, then we say an user u exhibits ETT behavior in
, where δ ≥ 0 is an arbitrary constant to control the selectivity.
Users with ETT behavior in ∆ are called ETT users in the MAI, while others are regular users.
B. Classification based on Content Diversity
Instead of counting the number of distinct words for a user, which cannot capture the thematic diversity, we develop a cdiversity measure called Interest Narrowness by using the bagof-words and singular value decomposition (SVD) techniques.
For a user u, we construct its text matrix M u by adopting the bag-of-words model on all tweets of u during a certain MAI ∆. Let p be the tweet count and q be the number of distinct words (except stop words and URLs) over all tweets of u in this MAI. Apparently, M u is of dimension p × q, and without loss of generality, we assume that p ≤ q. By applying SVD, we have
, are singular values and there are min(p, q) = p singular values. Equivalently, M u can be rewritten by a weighted sum of p separable matrices:
, where U i and V i are the i th columns of U and V respectively, and ⊗ refers to the outer product. Based on the above decomposition, we define the contribution of j th separable matrix A u j as follows,
To speed up the computation, we can approximate matrix decomposition by using the randomized SVD [8] where only partial singular values are computed,
The interest narrowness is then given by,
where ||M u || F is the Frobenius norm of matrix M u and
. Notice that k serves as a hyper-parameter in the computation of narrowness. In our experiments we observe that setting k to max(10, p/10) can well represent the c-diversity of all tweets. For this fixed k, a larger η stands for narrower topic interests.
C. Framework
Given any MAI ∆, we can define anomalous users (shown as the red cluster in Fig. 1(b) ) as users with ETT behavior and narrow topic interests during ∆. Algorithm 1 provides the framework to detect anomalous users based on the definition. The algorithm has two hyper-parameters, δ and λ, which jointly control the selectivity of anomalous users. Intuitively, the larger δ and λ are, the more strict the criteria of anomalous users will be. Given a time period, lines 1-3 find all ETT users in ∆ based on Definition 1. Lines 4-6 calculate, for each ETT user, the corresponding interest narrowness. Finally, line 7 finds out users from ETT with high interest narrowness values as anomalous users. 
B. Three Simple Patterns
In Fig. 2 we show three simple connection patterns involving the three user categories. The edges in the graph represent the mentions relationship between users and they are undirected because in this case study we are simply exploring the connections and not the direction of messages that flow between user groups.
The Type-I pattern, denoted as G 1 = (V 1 , E 1 ), shows only within-group triads for anomalous users. The edges represent the relationship between two anomalous users during a certain time period T . The Type-II pattern, denoted as G 2 = (V 2 , E 2 ), extends the triads to include first neighbors of anomalous users who are extreme tweeters in T . E 2 also includes the mentions between these non-anomalous ETT users. As for the third case, the Type-III pattern network is formed by considering anomalous users and all their first neighbors. These three patterns correspond to the questions Q1 and Q2.
Let G T be the complete social network within time interval T . We extract the largest subgraphs from G T satisfying each connection pattern respectively, called Type-x network (x = 1, 2, 3), denoted as G T x .
C. Metrics
In this subsection, we propose three measures to assess the connectivity and density of our connection patterns in the network during any time interval. With these measures we expect to answer all the four questions provided.
1) Coreness Distribution: k-core decomposition is a standard technique for tasks like dense region detection [10] , [11] and network feature extraction [12] , [13] . We introduce the concept of "coreness distribution", which is the distribution of nodes over coreness. To capture the holistic connective characteristic of anomalous users and their related users, we will examine the coreness distributions in three types of social networks G T x , x = 1, 2, 3.
2) Measure of Collective Behavior: The coreness distribution depicts the holistic interaction intensity of all anomalous users with different categories of users, which answers Q1 and Q2. However, it is possible that an anomalous user may not strongly connect with other anomalous users. We focus on the group of strongly connected anomalous users (Q3) called anomalous group.
Definition 2 (Anomalous Group and its Corness): Let k be the largest degeneracy of Type-I network, G T 1 , then the connected k-core in the network is the anomalous group, and k is the coreness of the anomalous group in G 
where N u is the number of anomalous users in A who are connected to a user u. The diversity ratio (DR) is defined as,
The common neighbor ratio r can be interpreted as the fraction of anomalous users that interact with a user in the core on an average. A large r implies that these anomalous users interact with others collaboratively in this core. The diversity ratio β can be interpreted as the fraction of users that have interaction with the anomalous group. Fig. 3 illustrates three typical patterns. The first one shows a pattern with large r and small β (r = 1 and β = 1/3). For groups with this pattern, group members, i.e., anomalous users, have similar mention behavior and they only interact with a few users. The second pattern has large r and large β (r = 1 and β = 2). For groups with this pattern, group members have similar behavior, in addition, they interact with a large number of users collaboratively. For the third pattern with small r and large β (r = 1/3 and β = 2), group members show diverse mention behaviors.
anomalous group other users Fig. 3 : Illustration of group behavior patterns.
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The primary data set for this case study is a collection of "politics related" tweets obtained by using the Twitter streaming API, using a set of keywords as a filter. The filtering keywords are names of politicians (e.g., members of the US Congress) and topics at the center of public debates (healthcare, tax reform, Russia, abortion. . .). In order to eliminate sampling bias, we randomly sample from tweets after filtering. A majority of the collected data of 1.6 billion tweets spans from 2016 till date. In our experiment, we selected a 6-week time period from October 1 to November 14, 2018 as observation window, which is around the 2018 United States mid-term elections held on November 6, 2018. We break down the whole time interval to 6 short time intervals of 7 or 8 days each.
Anomalous users are selected out for each time period by following the framework illustrated in Algorithm 1. The two hyper parameters, δ and λ, are set to 1.5 and 1 respectively. Table I shows the fraction of ETT users and the fraction of anomalous users (AU) over ETT users during each time period. 
A. User Distribution over Coreness
To analyze the dynamic social connectivity between anomalous users and other user categories, we construct the three types of networks for each time period.
1) Interaction among anomalous users: We evaluate the distribution of anomalous users over coreness in Type-I social network at different time periods, and Fig. 4(a) shows the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF). In the first three weeks of October, most users do not interact with each other since more than half of anomalous users have 0 coreness. However, when it is near the American midterm election, i.e., from Oct 24 -Nov 7, the red and purple lines suggest that users concentrate on high coreness.
There are only around 700 anomalous users at Nov 1 -7 from Table I, while the largest coreness is 72, which implies extremely strong connections amongst them. However, after the election, the largest coreness dropped to 13, which means that many anomalous users leave hot interaction with others. The distribution of users tends to be more uniform since the brown line decreases smoothly. 2) Interaction between anomalous users and other user types: We evaluate the coreness distribution of anomalous users when their ETT-or regular neighbors are included. Fig. 5 shows the CCDF of anomalous users over coreness in three types of networks during Nov 1 -7. When including first neighbors, the coreness of anomalous users increases dramatically, suggesting that many anomalous users have strong connections with their ETT neighbors or regular neighbors. The largest coreness increases from 72 to around 140 and 200. However, the number of anomalous users is only around 11% of ETTs and less than 0.8% of regular users at Nov 1 -7. Considering the sizes of these three user categories, the increase of coreness of anomalous users is of less significance. Thus, we conclude that many anomalous users indeed have strong connections with some extreme tweeters or regular users, however, from a holistic view, interactions amongst anomalous users themselves are stronger than those between anomalous users with ETT or regular users.
To analyze the dynamic pattern of their interactions, we also plot the CCDF of anomalous users for Type-II and III networks and since they show the similar trend of changes over time, Fig. 4(b) only shows the plot for Type-II. Similar to the trend of Type-I network as we have analyzed, the interaction between anomalous users and other two types of users become much more intense during Oct 24 -Nov 7 and become sparse after midterm election (Nov 8 -14). For first three weeks of our observation window, there is no anomalous group formed. We find an anomalous group in each of the other three time periods. Table II presents their group  coreness in Type-I and II networks (denoted as Coreness 1 and  Coreness 2) , and their common neighbor ratio and diversity ratio in Type-II connection pattern. During Nov 1 -7, as the relatively high CNR and low DR values suggest, the anomalous users in this group (Group I) tend to have similar mention behaviors and they do not interact with many people comparing to their group size. Instead, during Nov 8 -14, anomalous users in the group (Group II) tend to have diverse behaviors, i.e., they do not interact with others collaboratively and they mention a lot of people.
C. Topic Analysis for Anomalous Groups
Group I and II also show completely different mention behaviors. We collect all hashtags used by members of each group to mention i) regular users (regular hashtags), ii) nonanomalous ETT (ETT hashtags) and iii) each other within group (group hashtags). Fig. 6 shows the count percentages of a same subset of hashtags for the two groups. We calculate the correlation coefficient between counts of group hashtags and ETT hashtags (coef1) and that between counts of group hashtags and regular hashtags (coef2) as shown in Table III . Besides, the standard deviations (stdev) for group hashtags, ETT hashtags and regular hashtags distributions (stdev1, stdev2, stdev3 respectively in Table III ) are calculated for each group. Note that the stdev presented in this section is standardized by the percentage of hashtag counts. For Group I, it has similar intra-group and inter-group hashtag usage behaviors as two correlation coefficients indicate, and all the three distributions have very low stdev, indicating a uniform use of hashtags. For Group II, however, the low coefficients suggest that this group has different hashtag uses when they mention amongst group members versus mention other categories. In addition, the distribution of group hashtags (blue bars in Fig. 6 ) has much higher stdev than the other two distributions (yellow and green bars in Fig. 6 ). It indicates that some hashtags (e.g., DJTrumplicans or UnitedVoteRed) are used disproportionately often when members of Group II interact amongst themselves. However, when they mention other categories of users, their hashtag distribution is more uniform, i.e., the conversation covers broader topics.
VI. CONCLUSION
Our user stratification strategy successfully brings out the unusual behavior of the extreme tweeters. The strategy itself is fairly generic and can be applied to any social media platform. We find that the highly-connected group we call "anomalous" exhibits a "clannish" behavior with strong and narrowlyscoped within-group interactions that markedly differs from their across-group behavior. It suggests that the group has strong political beliefs and forms a strong trust network that establishes contact with a high number of users but carefully controls content outside the group. Our future work will elaborate this case study to uncover other characteristics of these user groups and their interactions.
